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A characterization of unions of finite 
terms of Be: noulli polynomials is given. 
systems of residue c!asses a, (mod n, 1. 1 d s d k, in 
)er finite systems of residue classes 
a, (mod n,), Osa$q, s= I,2 ,.... k (1) 
(a,, n, E Z, the ring of integers) will be investigated. There are several notions in 
elementary number theory based on such systems. e.g. covering systems, exactly 
covering systems, nz times covering systems, etc. In all these cases systems (1) are 
classified according to the behaviour of the so called covering function 
m(n)= xs n , e 0 nE& 
s=l 
where xS denotes the characteristic f znstio., I” of the residue class a, (mod u1 ), 
s=l,2,..., k. So for instance, system ( 1) is called couerhg if m(n) > 0 for a11 
n E Z, exactly coz(eriug if m(n) = 1 for all n E H, etc. However we shall not be 
interested in an investigation of any of these particular notions, even in the case 
when the general results we prove may have serious consequences to them. The 
reader interested in this direction may consult and find some results of this type in 
E31. 
In [l] a characterization of exactly covering systems in terms of BernouS 
polynomials #as found. In l-31 this result was exte d to general finite systems 4 
residue classes usink seerr,ingly different appro In this paper we prove a 
further extension of these results. 
If ( 1) is a ii&e system of residue: classes, then its covering function is ohvzously 
zzo denote its smallest period. Obviously n,, divides N = 
et & be a strongly additive m-ithtnetic function, thair is 
12-3 2.75 
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for all in:egers a, b E Z. Then the following statements are c*quivalent: 
(A) The system ( 1) has covering f: lnctiort. m. 
in the sense of equality of merbmorphic functions. 
Though this proposition is a consequence of Theorv 1 in [3] 
+(l)e’, we o&r here an alternative proof for the (more I,seful) 
(AH W. 
Let IV, = iV/IZi for j = 0, 1, . . . , k. Then 
with f[r‘B = 
imp1 ication 
On the other hand 
= 
i J1(as)te~l*’ ---_ _ 
s = l $(ns)e”-’ -- 1 l 
a=0 
as desired. 
From this Proposition we now deduce our main result. 
Let r = a/b be a rational number with 0 < r G 1. Then the foIlowing 
statements are equivalent: 
(A) The system (1) has covering fuPtction rm. 
(f-1 f n;-le2niras e2nirit?B, 
s-=1 j=O ( ) asbi.ins s 
I\()- 1 
=n 
m-l ‘ 
0 # m( s)ezrri’* 
s=O j=O 
for every m = 0, 1,2, . . . , where B,,,(x) denotes the rnth BemouEli po~yno~~ial. 
es 
75 
with the result 
s-l j-0 e I-- s-o 
m(s)+b(s) bf t$(j,,) ~~~~I”“’ 
j =O 
0 - 1’ (2) 
To this expression we apply the well known identity generating rhe Bernoulli 
polynomials B,,(x). namely 
This, inserted in (2), leads to 
= i “2 
m=O s=O 
$ m(s)+(s) bjy ,,n(JB,$-p) -$ 
0 i=O 0 . (3) 
or 
IfI < 2n/b max{n,, n,, . . . , nk}. (4? 
Subject to the assumption (4) relations (2) and (3) are equivalent to each other. 
However, on both sides of (3) we have power series in t, convergent for t 
satisfying (4). The coefficients must agree, thus giving (C). 
Conversely, if (C) is true, then from the same reason as just me.?tioned, (3) does 
hold (provided (4)) and the proof of (C)3 (3) =$ (2) +(B)+(A) follows at once, 
thereby proving the theorem. 
For r=l and I-=$ we obtain the following corollary. 
The following ftutements are equident: 
(A) 7%; *system (1) has coz/ting function m. 
II 
(0 ns 111 - 1 i. -2 ) - = m 
n0 
1 
5 n, S 
m(s)&, f ( ) 0 
foreoety m=0,1,2 ,.._. 
Part (D) is immediate. .4s concerns (E) it s ould be only recalled that 
and 
&(2X) = 2”’ ‘(B,,(X)+ 23,&(x + 1))) 
Y(B,,,(;(X+ 1))~B,,&x))= *i E,,, ,(x), 
where the Euler pclynomials E,,,(x), pit = 0, 1,2, . . . , are given by the generating 
function 
2p - 
-- = 
e’+ 1 c P’, = 0 E,,,fd 2. . 
Part (D) was proved in [3] thereby extending a result proved for exactly 
covering ;;ysterns in [l]. Part (E) was firstly proved in [3] and was motivated by the 
famous 2nd sti!l unproved Erdiis-Selfridge conjecture stating that there is no 
covering system with distinct odd moduli. From this point of view part (C) can be 
considered as an extension to an arbitrary divisor b. 
In [2] the res;llt of (E) (in a slightly modified form) was proved in the case of 
exactly covering systems in a seemingly more general fashion. However, the 
results of ]2] may be deduced from [3] or from (D) and (E) using the following 
device. 
Let 
r (mod c) 
be a given residue class. This class is covered exclusively by residue classes of the 
system (wirh d, = GCD( c, n,)) 
a, (modn,), .s~3={l~ssk;t$ I&-r)!, 
namely by the following subclasses 
a$’ (mod rt,c/ d,), s E S, (5) 
where ub” denotes a common solution of the system 
Y (mod c), us (mod 12,). 
To prove the results oi [2] 1~ suffces to apply th,e Corollary to (5) .Qget 
fact that ( 1) is exactly covering if and only if (is) exactly covers r mod 
r=o, i,..., c-l. 
h careful reader of this note (or of [3]) on the one hand and of [l] or [2 
an outside discrepancy between the use techriques. 
ur reasoning is based on t: for~~alis~~ 
rnaulli p0!ynomials. 
with p.Aod 
M are defined by the expansion 
There is an extensive literature about generalized Bernoulli polynomials and we 
shall not qo into details in this connection. For instance, apart from a constant 
factor, Euler polynomials are generalized Bernoulli polynomials relative to the 
function f(a) = (- l)“, a E Z. 
The link between the presented method and that of [I] or [2] is given by the 
following summation formula 
Let us note finally that in the original form generalized Bernoulli polynomials 
have been defined relative to Dirichlet characters but in the above generalized 
Bernoulli polynomials relative to characters of additive groups Z/MZ loomed 
behind our reasonings. 
The Wowing measure -theoretic observation is in a close connection with the 
previous lines. For the :dke of simplicity look at (D). If it would be possible to 
assign to the residue class a mod RZ, 0 s a 7~ n. the measure 
n1 - I ( a\ n B,,, - ’ n ’ 
then the right hand >I of D would be nothing else as the measure of the union 
of the system (1) countmg overlappings. For the background of this observation 
any text about non-archimedean meas!rres connected with Dirichlet series should 
be at any rate consulted. 
The author would ike to thank the referee for suggesting several useful 
formal improt ements. 
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